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Benchmarking tenant and
resident satisfaction with social
housing providers

Why STAR?

Process Overview

■

■

Questionnaire development - involving local
authority partners if required

■

Initial 1,500 sample will be distributed. Assuming
40% response, it will generate 595 responses
(+/- 4%)) to generate 1,100 returns (+/- 3%).
The sample is adjustable according to previous
responses

Accredited methodology specifically developed by
Housemark to provide registered social landlords
and housing providers with the means of
benchmarking satisfaction results with each other.

■

A Star survey gathers the robust, actionable data
that is invaluable in maximising service delivery
efficiency

■

It measures tenant/resident satisfaction to identify
whether expectations are being met, exceeded or
missed

■

One reminder is optional, while an on-line version is
standard

■

Data capture and data weighting

■

It enables landlords to understand the needs of
their communities and respond quickly and
effectively to them

■

Analysis to tables

■

Report

■

It is sufficiently repeatable to make on-going
historic comparisons

Why NWA?
■

NWA has specialised in the housing sector for more
than 30 years and understands providers’ needs

■

Its experienced, professionally-qualified
researchers have delivered a substantial number of
STAR and Status surveys throughout the UK

■

■

The Survey
NWA uses the standard 8-page STAR survey + an
additional question to cater for local needs

Main Features of the NWA Service include:
■

Key driver analysis

■

Net promoter scores

Customers have the assurance that their survey will
meet all Housemark’s criteria and help boost
internal performance management

■

Review of priorities overall and by sub group

■

Comparisons from Housemark

NWA is Market Research Society (MRS) Accredited
and ISO 90001:2008 quality assured

Price: The standard STAR survey described here is
remarkably good value at just £4,894.

Why Now?
■

Austerity measures make it more important than
ever to identify needs and prioritise resources

■

A wide range of comparators is currently available
across all methodologies, particularly postal

If you are planning a STAR service in the near future or
would like to find out more get in touch with us now and
find out how we can work together to grow your
business.
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